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Abstract—The network virtualization technique is essential
to create environments for experimentation of Future Internet
proposals. The pluralist architecture for the Future Internet relies
on virtualization, in which several different networks run on
the same physical substrate. In this paper we analyze network
virtualization architectures based on personal computers, focusing on performance evaluation of the switching mechanisms on
OpenFlow and Xen platforms, in comparison with the hybrid
virtualization technique XenFlow.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Virtualization is the technique used to provide a pluralist
environment in virtual networks for future network experimentation. In virtualization, the function executed by a network
element is decoupled from it’s hardware, therefore multiple
isolated virtual networks can run over the same physical
substrate.
In this paper the following forwarding mechanisms were
evaluated: Xen’s router and bridge mode; NetFPGA and Open
vSwitch running OpenFlow; and GTA’s hybrid virtualization
technique XenFlow [1]. It was measured both the packet
forwarding rate and the jitter of these mechanisms.
The FITS (Future Internet Testbed with Security) [2] platform was used to create the virtualizated environment. FITS
allows the creation of multiple virtual networks in parallel,
based on virtualization tools Xen and OpenFlow. The testing
environment is geographically distributed, with the collaboration of Brazilian and European institutions.
II. N ETWORK V IRTUALIZATION THROUGH X EN
Xen [3] is a personal computer virtualization tool. Xen’s
is based on a layer right above the hardware, called hypervisor. It’s architecture consists of a privileged domain (dom0)
which has access to the I/O mechanisms and the unprivileged
domains (domU) that have to communicate with the dom0 in
order to perform I/O operations.
Xen Bridge: The communication between the dom0 and
the domU machines is established through a bridge and the
packets that arrives to the physical machine are forwarded in
the layer 2 from the dom0 to the virtual machines.
Xen Router: In the Router mode, the dom0 acts as a router,
verifying the packet’s IP destination and sending them to the
corresponding virtual machine.
III. O PEN F LOW ’ S FLOW SWITCHING
OpenFlow [4] is based in the Software Defined Network
plane separation paradigm. The data plane, responsible for
simple packet switching, and the control plane, in charge of
the network’s intelligence, by defining the packet next hop,
are now separated.
OpenFlow is a open protocol and can be implemented in
different network elements. With Open vSwitch, it’s possible
to create a software switch, changing a virtual machine behavior, so it can act as a switch. Furthermore, OpenFlow can be

used in a NetFPGA, which is a programmable network device,
allowing line-rate packet processing, a capability generally
unafforded by software.
IV. X EN F LOW HYBRID SYSTEM
XenFlow is a hybrid virtualization technique based on the
Xen and OpenFlow platforms. In XenFlow’s architecture the
data plane is placed in the dom0, in order to achieve high
forwarding rate, and the control plane is placed in Xen’s virtual
machines.
XenFlow’s main idea is to place copies of the virtual
machines’ data plane in the dom0, that way the all data plane
of a physical machine is paced in it’s dom0. Therefore, it
allows a better forwarding rate.
V. R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSION
The results showed the higher performance of the mechanisms that uses OpenFlow’s plane separation approach. NetFPGA’s hardware achieved the best forwarding rate, however,
the other OpenFlow based mechanisms, including XenFlow,
also showed a competitive performance. Due to Xen’s network virtualization complexity, both bridge and router modes
obtained a worse performance.
Therefore, the XenFlow hybrid mechanism was able to
combine both Xen’s flexibility and OpenFlow’s performance.
Since it achieves a high performance in packet forwarding and
doesn’t need a specific hardware, XenFlow is a viable option
for packet forwarding in virtual networks.
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